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These people are SICK,

TWISTED, EVIL.

After nearly 6 days w/o responding w/ Login Confirmation Code & blocked email,

I'm mysteriously allowed back w/o explanation,

....but appearing as if I follow no one even though I can open & see my Following

List.

J sucks! @DanScavino

While I was kept away,

https://t.co/hcHpfQVlT5

this Thread has a few others linked within.

Did you know that MARCH for TRUMP Day 1.06, 2021 falls

894 months, 23 days exactly from

the time of @realdonaldtrump's Birth??

6.14, 1946

A few coincidences Re: Mike Pence

https://t.co/E6Z17oKpsO

were Interdasting.

Does anyone know how long Michael Richard Pence had been using an "8" preceding the Signature from his time in

Indiana? Haven't a clue.

https://t.co/1Fa0Tgr2IZ 

 

https://t.co/7xDlptHXgO 

Like everyone else Trusting the Plan, 

 

....just as eager to see how the next 16 days play out.
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But if TRUMP is the beacon, shouldn't he be worried? 

Or not. 

 

The 2016 VIDEO was all about WE, THE PEOPLE reclaiming our governance.

https://t.co/Z1TCytqCzk

Did anyone catch the :03 seconds by POTUS in his Tweet

Re: the Wed 11.00 am Protest March for Trump???

The 11.3 ode quite possibly back to the Deep State even??

https://t.co/ormeIp0abd

Did anyone catch the odd 11.00 connection to

Neurological (ie, to the Brain) Disability Diagnosis category under Social Security?

11.3 is oddly BLACKED OUT [Reserved]

....like a [Placeholder]???

Who might this one day benefit?

https://t.co/5EbDwQfOii

One way or another, Boomerangs, Tactical Nukes, & MOABs will prolly crescendo to some unexpected D5 Nuclear Disaster

for the Deep State???

If Day 23 = D5, then US Navy countdown was likely no fluke.

https://t.co/VdIK9EY17T

Normally, any :03 seconds on a tweet may be incidental,

but the timing from POTUS on that 11.00 tweet certainly gives pause to consider.

https://t.co/MbjHmYMFQl

WRT to distinction between date INTERVALS vs pure DELTAS,

there are distinctions.

If BOTH end dates are counted, then the range is actually an Interval.

Deltas, OTH, look at the pure DIFFERENCE between start & finish.
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